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of Human Hemoglobin �-Chain Cations
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Multiply protonated human hemoglobin �-chain species, ranging from [M � 4H]4� to [M �
20H]20�, have been subjected to ion trap collisional activation. Cleavages at 88 of the 140
peptide bonds were indicated, summed over all charge states, although most product ion
signals were concentrated in a significantly smaller number of channels. Consistent with
previous whole protein ion dissociation studies conducted under similar conditions, the
structural information inherent to a given precursor ion was highly sensitive to charge state.
A strongly dominant cleavage at D75/M76, also noted previously in beam-type collisional
activation studies, was observed for the [M � 8H]8� to [M � 11H]11� precursor ions. At lower
charge states, C-terminal aspartic acid cleavages were also prominent but the most abundant
products did not arise from the D75/M76 channel. The [M � 12H]12�–[M � 16H]16� precursor
ions generally yielded the greatest variety of amide bond cleavages. With the exception of the
[M � 4H]4� ion, all charge states showed cleavage at the L113/P114 bond. This cleavage proved
to be the most prominent dissociation for charge states [M � 14H]14� and higher. The diversity
of dissociation channels observed within the charge state range studied potentially provides
the opportunity to localize residues associated with variants via a top-down tandem mass
spectrometry approach. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2006, 17, 923–931) © 2006 American
Society for Mass Spectrometry

Mass spectrometry has been applied to the
characterization of hemoglobin and its vari-
ants for the past quarter of a century, begin-

ning�with�the�use�of�field�desorption�[1]�and�fast�atom
bombardment� [2]� as� means� for� ionizing� peptides� de-
rived from digestion. Today, applications of mass spec-
trometry to hemoglobin analysis generally employ ei-
ther electrospray (ES) or matrix-assisted laser
desorption ionization (MALDI) as the ionization
method�[3–15].�In�the�case�of�characterization�of�hemo-
globin for clinical applications, the subunits of the
tetrameric hemoglobin complex are generally subjected
to analysis as individual polypeptides devoid of heme.
The information of interest is generally the primary
structure of one or more of the subunits. While the
presence of significant abundances of a variant is com-
monly identified in screening applications via separa-
tion methods such as electrophoresis and liquid chro-
matography, such methods do not provide direct
structural information. Likewise, while the measure-
ment of the intact mass of a globin subunit is often
sufficiently specific to provide identification, mass mea-
surement alone does not provide primary structure infor-
mation. Protein digestion followed by peptide mass mea-

surement can often localize origins of amino acid
substitutions associated with a variant. The application of
tandem mass spectrometry to peptides derived from di-
gestion is an alternative to the peptide mass mapping
approach just mentioned. The application of such an
approach for the rapid identification of �-chain variants,
for�example,�has�been�described�[16,�17].

An important advantage of mass spectrometry over
other approaches in use for screening clinical samples is
speed. For this reason, it is desirable to employ methods
that minimize sample preparation and separation steps
while simultaneously maintaining a high degree of
structural specificity. Perhaps the most structurally in-
formative approach is the application of specific protein
digestion followed by separation and tandem mass
spectrometry of the products. This bottom-up proteom-
ics�approach�[18,�19]�is�powerful�but�requires�digestion
and time consuming separation steps. Top-down pro-
tein� tandem� mass� spectrometry� [20�–22]� is� particularly
attractive for rapid analysis of hemoglobin variants
because it avoids digestion altogether by subjecting the
intact globin chains directly to tandem mass spectrom-
etry. Of the two globin chains in hemoglobin A, the
�-chain�has�been�the�subject�of�most�attention�[23–26],
in part because the majority of hemoglobin variants are
�-chain�variants�[27,�28].�However,�tandem�mass�spec-
trometry of the �11 to �14 charge states of the intact
�-chain of human apohemoglobin has been reported
[29],� with� particular� emphasis� placed� on� the� favored
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dissociation between D75/M76 in the �11 and �12
charge states. Furthermore, tandem mass spectrometry
applied to ions of an �-globin of mass 18 Da greater
than the normal human was able to confirm the pres-
ence�of�Hb�Chicago�[30].

The utility of any top-down protein tandem mass
spectrometry�application�is�dependent�upon�the�extent
and quality of the structural information that can be
acquired. Factors known to play important roles in
deriving structural information from whole multiply
charged proteins include the nature of the activation
method, the charge state and polarity of the ion, and
mass analyzer characteristics such as mass-to-charge
range, mass resolution, and mass measurement accu-
racy. It is the nature of the ion and the dissociation
conditions that determine the potential information
available, while the performance characteristics of the
mass� analyzer� [31]� determine� the� extent� to� which� the
potential information is extracted via mass measure-
ment. In this report, we describe the charge state
dependent dissociation behavior of intact multiply-
protonated apohemoglobin �-chain ions over the
charge state range of [M � 4H]4� to [M � 20H]20�

under quadrupole ion trap collisional activation condi-
tions. The results reported here complement a similar
charge state dependent dissociation study of the
�-chain�under�similar�activation�conditions�[24].�While
the product ions in this study have been analyzed via
ion� trap� resonance� ejection� [32],� the� results� described
here have relevance beyond ion trap tandem mass
spectrometry. Electrodynamic ion traps are often cou-
pled with other forms of mass analysis, such as time-
of-flight� [33–35]� and� Fourier� transform� ion� cyclotron
resonance�[36].�Furthermore,�ion�trap�collisional�activa-
tion�is�a�slow�heating�method�[37]�that�shares�common-
alities with sustained off-resonance irradiation (SORI)
[38,� 39]� commonly� used� as� a� means� for� collisional
activation in Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance
tandem mass spectrometry.

Experimental

Hemoglobin A was purchased from Sigma Chemical
Co. (St. Louis, MO) and was purified by reversed-phase
high-performance liquid chromatography on a
Hewlett-Packard (Palo Alto, CA) model 1090 system,
using an Aquapore RP-300 (7 �m pore size, 100 � 4.6
mm i.d.) column (Perkin-Elmer, Wellesley, MA) oper-
ated at 1 ml/min. A linear 60 min gradient from 0 to
100% buffer B was used, where buffer A was 0.1%
aqueous TFA and buffer B was (60:40) acetonitrile-
water containing 0.09% TFA. The column was main-
tained at a constant temperature of 40 °C. The absor-
bance was monitored at 215 nm. The collected fractions
were lyophilized and dissolved in 1 ml of water for a
concentration of 1 mg/ml. Samples were prepared in
either aqueous 1% acetic acid or 50:50 methanol/water
with 1% acetic acid adjusted to a final concentration of
5–10 �M before introduction into the mass spectrome-

ter.� Samples� were� ionized� using� home-built� nanoelec-
trospray emitter set-up. Borosilicate glass capillaries
(1.5 mm o.d., 0.86 mm i.d.) were pulled to form nano-
spray emitters using a P-87 Flaming/Brown type mi-
cropipet puller (Sutter Instruments, Novato, CA). A
stainless steel wire was inserted into the capillary and
typically about 1.4–1.6 kV was applied for ionization.
The electrospray interface and overall instrumental
setup for ion/ion reactions have been described previ-
ously�[40].

All experiments were performed on a Hitachi (San
Jose, CA) M-8000 quadrupole ion trap mass spectrom-
eter.�The�mass�spectrometer�was�modified�[40]�to�allow
introduction of singly charged [M � F]� and [M �
CF3]� anions, derived from atmospheric sampling glow
discharge of 1,3-perfluorodimethylcyclohexane (PDCH)
[41],� into� the� ion� trap� through� a� hole� in� the� ring
electrode, as originally described by Stephenson et al.
[42].� Typical� precursor� ion� accumulation� times� were
about a few hundred milliseconds. Except for the high-
est charge states, which were directly subjected to ion
isolation and subsequent collisional activation, ion
parking�[43]�was�used�to�concentrate�precursor�ions�by
converting higher charge state ions into the charge state
of interest via ion/ion proton transfer reactions. Isola-
tion of ions was accomplished using the Hitachi instru-
ment’s filtered noise fields (FNF) and by raising the
amplitude of the radio frequency signal applied to the
ring electrode of the ion trap to eject unwanted ions. An
external waveform generator (model 33120A, Agilent,
Palo Alto, CA) was used to apply a single frequency
resonance excitation voltage to the endcaps for 300 ms
(75–375 mV, depending upon charge state, with the rf
amplitude adjusted to allow a resonance ejection fre-
quency of 65–70 kHz for each charge state) to induce
CID. Adjustment of the resonance excitation amplitude
was done to result in similar overall precursor ion
dissociation rates for all charge states. The amplitude of
the resonance excitation voltage is a major factor in
determining the effective temperature of the fragment-
ing�ions�[37].�For�whole�protein�ions,�the�major�overall
effect of altering the resonance excitation voltage is to
change the dissociation rate of the precursor ion. How-
ever, over the relatively small rate range sampled (i.e.,
10–100 s�1), changes in the relative rates of the compet-
ing dissociation channels have been found to be modest
for all proteins studied systematically to date. Product
ion� spectra� were� acquired� via� resonance� ejection� [32]
with the frequency determining the mass-to-charge
range of the scan. In most cases, ion/ion proton transfer
reactions were used after CID to convert most of the
product ions to singly charged species to simplify
spectral� interpretation� [44].� The� spectra� recorded� after
these ion/ion reactions are referred to as post-ion/ion
product ion spectra.

Post-ion/ion product ion spectra were calibrated
using the [M � H]�, [M � 2H]2�, and [M � 3H]3�

charge states of hemoglobin A ions formed by ion/ion
reactions in the absence of collisional activation. Prod-
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uct ion assignments have been restricted to b-type and
y-type ions, which are the commonly observed frag-
ment types from even-electron peptide and protein ion
dissociations under low-energy collisional activation
conditions�[45,�46].�In�some�instances,�particularly�in�the
singly charged high mass region of the spectra, both
b-type and y-type ions fall within the mass uncertainty
of a particular product ion (�5 Da). In some cases, only
the assignment deemed more likely is provided. This is
generally based on the appearance of complementary
ions, fragmentation at a site known to be favored from
previous whole protein dissociation studies (e.g.,
C-terminal to Asp, N-terminal to Pro, C-terminal to
Lys), or the appearance of the ion in a series of peaks
suggestive of fragmentation along a contiguous series
of residues. When no clear criterion is apparent, both
possibilities are listed in the format b#

n�/y#
m�, where

the number symbol represents the relevant assignment
according to conventional peptide fragment ion nomen-
clature�[47,�48].�A�table�listing�measured�and�predicted
masses for the assigned cleavages is provided in the
Supplementary Material section (which can be found in
the electronic version of this article).

Results and Discussion

The� nanoelectrospray� mass� spectrum� of� hemoglobin� A
obtained from a 50:50 methanol/water solution with 1%
acetic�acid�(pH�measured�to�be�3.2)�is�shown�in�Figure�1.
Under these conditions, the total ion signal from the
�-chain is significantly greater than that of the �-chain, as
previously observed in a study directed to the fragmen-
tation� behavior� of� the� �-chain� ions� [24].� The� greater
response for the �-chain is presumably due to its greater
basicity (�-chain pI � 8.7, �-chain pI � 6.8) because both

chains coeluted in the chromatographic clean-up step.
While both proteins are expected to be positively charged
under these solution conditions, it has been observed that
the greatest positive ion electrospray responses are ob-
served when the solution pH is roughly 5 units lower than
the�protein�pI� [49].�For� this� study,� this�discrimination� in
ionization yield is advantageous in that most of the excess
charge of the nanospray droplets is partitioned into the
�-chain ions.

The �-chain of human hemoglobin is comprised of 141
amino acids (molecular weight � 15,126.4 Da) with 27
nominal basic sites (3 arginine residues, 10 histidine resi-
dues, 13 lysine residues, and the N-terminus) and 13
nominal acidic sites (8 aspartic acid residues, 4 glutamic
acid residues, and the C-terminus). The primary sequence
of the protein is given in Scheme 1, which also includes a
summary of the identities of the products observed from
amide bond cleavages summed over all charge states
studied, as discussed further below.

Figure 1. Nanoelectrospray mass spectrum of hemoglobin A from a 50:50 methanol:water solution
with 1% acetic acid.

VLSPADKTNVKAAWGKVGAHAGEYGAEALERMFLSFPTTK

TYFPHFDLSHGSAQVKGHGKKVADALTNAVAHVDDMPNAL

SALSDLHAHKLRVDPVNFKLLSHCLLVTLAAHLPAEFTPA

VHASLDKFLASVSTVLTSKYR-COOH

H2N-

b-ions

y-ions

Scheme 1. Primary sequence of human hemoglobin �-chain with
a summary of observed cleavage sites.
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Previous systematic studies of whole protein cation
dissociation studies have indicated that parent ion charge
plays a major role in determining favored dissociation
channels under ion trap collisional activation conditions
[24,� 46,� 50�–54].�While� the�dissociation�behavior�of� every
protein is unique in some ways, several general charge-
state-dependent dissociation trends have been observed.
For example, it has been noted that the lowest charge
states tend to show extensive losses of small neutral
molecules, such as water and ammonia. This behavior is
believed to arise from low-energy, low-frequency reac-
tions that can arise when the charge sites are highly
solvated by other basic sites within the protein. The charge
state at which this behavior becomes prominent is protein
dependent, but all proteins studied to date show this
general tendency. As the charge state increases above
those that show predominantly small molecule loss, an-
other essentially universal tendency is noted, viz., cleav-
age C-terminal to aspartic acid residues. This phenome-
non is well-known for relatively low charge state peptide
ions� [55–57]� as� well� as� for� protein� ions� and� was� high-
lighted in the early work involving SORI CID of particular
charge�states�of�human�hemoglobin��-chain� [29].�As� the
charge state increases further, the likelihood increases for
the observation of cleavages at other amino acid residues,
which are termed non-specific cleavages because they
tend not to be particularly dependent on side-chain iden-
tity. The widest array of cleavages tends to be observed in
these ions. At still higher charge states, the diversity of
cleavage reactions often decreases and the most abundant
dissociation channels are least amenable to prediction.
However, cleavages N-terminal to proline residues, an-
other� common� reaction� in� peptide� ions� [58],� are� often
prominent, although they are frequently observed at
lower charge states as well. These overall trends have been
rationalized on the basis of proton mobility arguments
arising� from� peptide� ion� dissociation� studies� [59,� 60].
Small molecule losses and C-terminal acidic residue cleav-
ages are not expected to require free intramolecular pro-
ton transfer whereas non-specific cleavages are expected
to be facilitated by the availability of mobile protons.
Proton mobility is expected to be restricted at both low
and very high charge states. At low charge states, this
restriction results from proton localization due to strongly
basic sites and intramolecular solvation and at high charge
states, proton mobility is restricted due to electrostatic
effects. These general trends provide a context within
which the dissociation behavior of the hemoglobin
�-chain ions can be regarded.

Human Hemoglobin �-Chain
[M � 4H]4�–[M � 13H]13�

At charge states below [M � 4H]4�, it was difficult to
fragment the parent ions without significant ion ejection
due to the relatively shallow trapping well-depths that
could be effected in the ion trap. Furthermore, small
molecule losses dominated the fragmentation that was

observed. Therefore, the discussion begins with the charge
states that tended to show dominant cleavages C-terminal
to acidic residues. A relatively wide range of charge states
is grouped together here because all these parent ions
showed dominant cleavage C-terminal to aspartic acid
residues. However, there were significant differences in
the relative contributions of these channels as well as
differences in the identities of other contributing channels,
depending upon charge state. The post ion/ion reaction
product ion spectra of the [M � 4H]4� and [M � 6H]6�

parent ions over the range of m/z 3500–15,200 are shown
in� Figure� 2a� and� b,� respectively,� to� illustrate� both� com-
monalities and differences for charge states that differ
relatively little in absolute charge. Both charge states show
evidence for cleavages at D6/K7 (y135), D47/L48 (b47/y94),
D64/A65 (b64/y77), D74/D75 (b74/y67), D75/M76 (b75/y66),
D85/L86 (b85/y56), D94/P95 (b94/y47), and D126/K127 (b126),
which represents all of the possible C-terminal aspartic
acid�cleavages.�In�each�case,�the�D94/P95 cleavage channel
gives rise to the most signal. In addition, both parent ion
charge states show a moderately prominent product that
is tentatively assigned as cleavage at L80/S81 to give the y61

ion. The b62 ion, which would arise from cleavage at
V62/A63, also falls within the mass accuracy of the mea-
surement. However, the absence of a complementary
fragment ion makes either assignment open to question.

The [M � 4H]4� parent ion is unique in that it is the
only charge state that shows no clear evidence for cleav-
age at L113/P114 (b113/y28). This cleavage eventually be-
comes the most dominant process at high charge states
(see below) and is consistent with N-terminal proline
cleavages showing some enhancement in the presence of
N-terminal� leucine� [58].� This� is� one� of� the� two� principle
differences in the fragmentation of these two charge states.
The other is the presence of a relatively broad signal that
corresponds to a loss of roughly 72 Da in the data for the
[M � 6H]6� ion. The width of the peak also suggests that
additional small molecule losses also contribute. In fact,
this signal may arise from multiple small molecule losses.
However, multiple small molecule losses do not typically
give rise to a signal that is clearly resolved from the
precursor ion. A similar signal was also noted for the [M
� 5H]5� and [M � 7H]7� precursor ions but not for any
other charge states. A possible interpretation of this signal
is that it arises from immonium ion loss from the
N-terminal�valine�residue�[61].�The�appearance�of�a�signal
that corresponds to the loss of a charged species of m/z
70–75 in the pre-ion/ion product ion spectra (data not
shown) is consistent with this interpretation.

As the precursor ion charge state increases further,
the contribution of the D75/M76 cleavage noted previ-
ously�[29]�increases�to�the�point�where�it�dominates�the
spectra for the [M � 8H]�–[M � 11H]12� precursor
ions.� An� illustrative� example� is� provided� in� Figure� 3,
which shows the post-ion/ion product ion spectrum of
the [M � 10H]10� ion.

This cleavage becomes so dominant that the extent of
structural information available from these charge states is
lower than from either higher or lower charge states.
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Nevertheless, a few new fragmentation channels are ob-
served to grow into the spectra as the charge state in-
creases, which primarily arise from cleavages C-terminal
to lysine residues. In the case of the [M � 10H]10�

precursor ion, examples are found in the products that
arise from K139/Y140 (b139), K56/G57 (y85), and K7/T8 (y134).

As the precursor ion charge state increases from �10
to �13, several trends are noted that can be illustrated
with the data for the [M � 12H]12� ion, as shown in
Figure�4.

First, the C-terminal aspartic acid cleavages continue
to be major contributors but there is a consistent de-
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crease in the extent to which the D75/M76 cleavage
dominates the spectrum. The D94/P95 (b94/y28) cleav-
age, in fact, becomes the most abundant fragmentation
channel in the [M � 13H]13� ion. Second, the L113/P114

(b113/y28) channel shows a consistent increase in rela-
tive contribution. And third, in addition to contribu-
tions from a greater number of channels than is ob-
served for the [M � 8H]8� to [M � 11H]11� precursor
ions, the [M � 12H]12� and [M � 13H]13� charge states
show significantly more “chemical noise” in the prod-
uct ion spectra. This is not due to fewer precursor ions
available for activation. Rather, this arises largely from
contributions from many low abundance products from
many reaction channels. The [M � 12H]12� and [M �
13H]13� charge states, therefore, show some character-
istics usually ascribed to “intermediate” charge states in
that there is greater evidence for a degree of proton
mobility via the appearance of a greater variety of
dissociation channels than is observed with the lower
charge states.

Human Hemoglobin �-Chain
[M � 14H]14�–[M � 20H]20�

The [M � 14H]14�–[M � 20H]20� precursor ion
charge state range is distinguished from the lower
charge states by the fact that the C-terminal aspartic
acid cleavages no longer dominate the spectra. The
[M � 14H]14� to [M � 16H]16� charge states are

similar to the [M � 12H]12� and [M � 13H]13� charge
states in that they tend to show contributions from a
relatively wide array of dissociation channels. How-
ever, the most dominant channel, and one that makes
a significant contribution to all of the higher charge
states, is the cleavage at L113/P114. The D75/M76

cleavage continues to contribute in the [M � 14H]14�

to [M � 16H]16� charge states but to decreasing
degree. These tendencies are illustrated in the data
for the [M � 14H]14� precursor ion, as shown in

Figure 5. Post-ion/ion product spectrum of the [M � 14H]14�

Hb �-chain precursor ion (107.0 mV, frequency of 68.0 kHz).

Figure 4. Post-ion/ion product spectrum of the [M � 12H]12� Hb �-chain precursor ion (119.0 mV,
frequency of 68.3 kHz).
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Figure� 5.� This� charge� state� shows,� for� example,� sev-
eral N-terminal proline cleavages, in addition to the
L113/P114 dissociation, as well as evidence for cleav-
ages C-terminal to several lysine residues, as has
been noted for intermediate charge states of other
proteins� [51].

For the charge states higher than [M � 16H]16�, the
D75/M76 cleavage no longer contributes to the spectra.
Furthermore, fewer dissociation channels are observed
and those that are, with the exception of N-terminal
proline cleavages, tend not to be “preferred” cleavages,
such as C-terminal aspartic acid or lysine residue cleav-
ages. This overall behavior is consistent with high
charge states of other proteins examined systematically
as a function of charge state in that the dissociation
behavior of the highest charge states show the behavior
that is least given to generalization.

The Hb �-Chain Dissociation Map

The� data� of� Figures� 2–5� show� the� directly� collected
product ion spectra and were shown, in part, to provide
an indication of the quality of the data. The structural
information inherent in the data, however, is more
readily visualized when data are presented as summed
b- and y-type abundances for complementary ion pairs
and plotted as a function of residue number. Examples
of� plots� of� this� type� are� shown� in� Figure� 6,� which
include dissociation data for the [M � 13H]13� and [M
� 20H]20� parent ions.

These plots were generated by including all product
ion abundances greater than 5% of that of the most
abundant product ion. The abundances of all of the
included product ions were summed to 100%, and the
abundances of the summed complementary ions asso-
ciated with a given dissociation channel were plotted
relative to the total product ion abundance. In the case
of� the� data� of� Figure� 6,� clearly� the� [M� �� 13H]13�� ion
yields more extensive primary sequence information

than does the [M � 20H]20�, which is consistent with
the preceding discussion regarding proton mobility. It
is also apparent, however, that many of the cleavages
for these two charge states are not held in common.
Hence, the structural information inherent in the two
plots is largely complementary. A summary of all of the
data�presented�in�this�format�is�shown�in�Figure�7.

A summary of the observed cleavages plotted as
summed b- and y-plots as a function of charge state is
referred to as a “dissociation map”. A total of 88 of the
140 possible amide bond cleavages are represented in
the dissociation map, representing roughly 62% of the
sequence. Those channels noted are summarized in the
primary sequence given in Scheme 1. While a substan-
tial fraction of the sequence is reflected in the totality of
the dissociation map, clearly the majority of the product
ion signal is represented by a relatively few number of
channels.

Conclusions

Globins are important biomarkers and their primary
structures provide important diagnostic information.
From the standpoint of minimizing analysis times, the
application of whole protein MS/MS is attractive.
Clearly, the selection of parent ion charge state(s) for
subsequent activation via a slow heating method, such
as ion trap collisional activation, is critical in determin-
ing the extent of structural characterization possible. In
the case of the Hb �-chain, for example, minimal
structural information is obtained from activation of the
[M � 8H]8� to [M � 11H]11� precursor ions due to the
dominance of the D75/M76 cleavage. On the other hand,
these parent ion charge states might be the best choices
if an MS3 strategy involving subsequent activation of
the y66 or b75 ions were to be considered. The extent of

Figure 7. Dissociation map of Hb �-chain cations divided into
residue ranges of (a) 1–70 and (b) 71–141.
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structural information available from further activation
of these fragments, however, was not examined in this
work. No single parent ion charge state was found to
provide all of the structural information available from
the integration of information from all charge states,
although the [M � 12H]12�–[M�16]16� charge states
provide the most extensive varieties of amide bond
cleavages. Overall, cleavages were noted throughout
the protein in the integrated data. Therefore, with the
ability to form a wide range of parent ion charge states
and to select particular combinations for subsequent acti-
vation, based on the known dissociation behavior de-
scribed herein, should make it possible to localize sites
that define various variants. In favorable cases, it should
be possible to do so with single residue resolution.

In general, the Hb �-chain cations show charge state
dependent dissociation behavior that is consistent with
that of most other proteins subjected to similar activa-
tion conditions. The most consistently observed ten-
dency across all proteins examined to date is the ten-
dency for C-terminal aspartic acid cleavage at
moderately low charge states. This tendency is unusu-
ally strong in the case of the Hb �-chain cations. The
dominance of a single dissociation channel, as noted
with the D75/M76 cleavage from the [M � 8H]8�-[M �
11H]11� charge states, is relatively rare. Major contribu-
tions from C-terminal aspartic acid cleavages are ob-
served in this globin over a wider range of charge states
than for most other proteins studied thus far, despite
the relatively few arginine residues available to
strongly bind the excess protons. This might suggest a
relatively high degree of intramolecular charge solva-
tion over a wide charge state range in this protein.
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